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Tips to Make Simple
Things Mere Beautiful:
ARTSAWY

We all like to keep our surroundings pleasant, inspiring and in
good taste. As we surround ourselves with beauty, art actually

becomes a part of our life and personality, not to be set apart for
occasional enjoyment but rather to be sought and enjoyed in
everything we do and everything we select. If Art must be a part of
our daily living it should help us to do simple things of life more
beautifully.

We are all consumers. Every time we make a purchase however
bumble we are, we consciously or unconsciously use our power to
^boose. Since art is involved in most of the objects seen and used
everyday, the consumer needs to have knowledge of the principles
b^ndamental to good taste. These principles should be applied to
'■be problems where appearance as well as utility are a consideration,
^bh the development of our appreciation of these principles, the
fueaning of the term 'principles of design' broadens and deepens.
These principles are never static. They should be regarded as flexible
Suidelines to be used in producing a desired result. It has been said
tbat 'good taste is doing unconsciously the right thing, at the right
'bite, in the right way, it is quality of the inner soul'. Few people are

with this rare gift but fortunately good taste can be acquired by
applying the principles of beauty deliberately until the time is reached
^ben the right thing is done unconsciously.

Good taste includes the selection and arrangement of all our
b^iongings, Beauty is determined, not by the cost but by the quality of
^be object chosen. Since the appearance of the things we acquire

causes us to enjoy some of them permanently, while others please
only for a little while, it is an advantage to be able to judge discriminately.

Most people who enjoy the effect of richness should know how
to appreciate the restraint which marks the difference between the
rich and the gaudy, while others who like simple things should
recognize the point where plainness ceases to be beautiful and
becomes monotonous and unimaginative. A mere variation of
proportion or addition of some simple note of contrast may result in
a quality and beauty that might otherwise be lacking.

One generally thinks that art is decoration and that an object
must be ornamented if it is to have 'art quality'. But a person who
can appreciate art can gain perfect satisfaction from an undecorated
object if it is good in shape, color and texture and is suited for the
purpose. When decoration is used it should be simple. Over
decoration is one of the worst enemies of good taste.

Taste is moulded to a very large extent, by the things which
surround us and family taste is trained by the objects selected by the
homemaker. It is, therefore, a very great privilege for children to live
in a home in which there is a high standard of beauty. Standards for
beauty are broad and adoptable. Nearly always there are limitations
in our way and so our choices may have to represent a compromise
due to such factors as: what happens to be available at a particular
time and place to be purchased, the amount of money to be spent
and the likes and dislikes of the people who are going to live with
L article of purchase. It is important that people enjoy their
possessions as they are mainly for the happiness it will bring into
our lives.

Most people think that art is synonymous with drawing, painting
& sculpture, But today it is being realized that ability is involved not
only in the creation of work of art but in appreciation as well. When
a person is appreciating a beautiful object he is involved in a creative

T'"'s carpet developed from a tribal paintmg has a
very special effect in its simpUdtil

This shoe senses a double purjiose,
while giving comfort it also adds to the beauty
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